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Werewolf mod minecraft

Author: Razmen ❘ August 30, 2019 ❘ 361,607 views Howling Moon Mod 1.12.2/1.11.2 allows players to become werewolves. A werewolf has increased attributes in various areas such as strength and speed. The abilities of a werewolf are influenced by their savagery. Higher savagery increases the
attributes and abilities of werewolves, but it also has a cost. Although processed, a werewolf can only eat meat. Browse the nights and hunt wildlife like a werewolf. Screenshots: Craft Recipes: How to Use: A book can be designed with a regular book and a wolfsbane flower. It will contain general
information. To become a werewolf, a player must be infected by being attacked by an alpha wolf that spawns in the dark in the same biomes as regular wolves. Once infected, the player will transform on the first night of full moon, immediately if he is bitten during a full moon. A wild potion in creative
mode will also make the player a werewolf. Once a werewolf the player will have access to a menu to see their werewolf stats and adjust the texture and abilities. Requires: Minecraft Forge How to install: Make sure you've already installed Minecraft Forge. Find the minecraft application folder. On open
windows Run from the starting menu, type %appdata% and click Run. On mac open finder, hold ALT and click Go and Library in the top menu bar. Open the folder application support and search for Minecraft. Place the mod you just downloaded (.jar file) in the Mods folder. When you launch Minecraft and
click the mods button, you should now see the mod is installed. Howling Moon Mod 1.12.2/1.11.2 Télécharger liens: Pour Minecraft 1.7.10 Télécharger à partir du serveur 1 - Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 Pour Minecraft 1.8.0 Télécharger à partir du serveur 1 - Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 Pour
Minecraft 1.8.9 Télécharger à partir du serveur 1 - Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 pour Minecraft 1.9.94 Télécharger à partir du serveur 1 – Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 pour Minecraft 1.10.2 Télécharger à partir du serveur 1 - Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 Pour Minecraft 1.11.2 Télécharger à
partir du serveur 1 - Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 Pour Minecraft 1.12.2 Télécharger à partir du serveur 2 Commentaires Partager 1.71.0, 1.8.9, 1.10.2, 1.11.2, 1.12.2 Foules, Blocks, Items, Armor Howling Moon est un mod de Razmen. It allows players to become werewolves in Minecraft. Minecraft
EPIC Werewolf Mod - BET A WEREWOLF (Howling Moon Mod) - Mod Showcase Seren Mobs Werewolf: Can be tamed by howls and also one of the ways to get the Villager werewolf: Villagers who turn into werewolves at night. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Terrible Wolf: Minecraft
like the wolf with red eyes and another way to get lycanthropy. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Hunter: Track werewolves. Found in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 only. Bonus Level Capabilities and Capabilities: Work only during and higher savagery provide access to more capacity. Can be
equipped for capacity keys in the capacity tab of the werewolf menu. Paw: Maintains an empty slot with an empty hot bar. However, if there is no other empty space in the inventory, the item will appear in hand. Adjust in the Howl menu: Howls noisily to catch the attention of nearby wolves. Used to tame
wild werewolves and terrible wolves. Can switch between calling wild wolves and members of the pack. Activate: Set on a key in the werewolf menu. Level 2: Jump and climb: Climb the walls with your paws/claws. Only certain surfaces can be mounted. You can also use jump while growing up a wall.
There are 3 modes to cross by bike: off, climb only, and Climb and Leap. Activate: Move around a mounted surface. Stand stealthily to avoid falling. Can change climbing with the sprint button in the werewolf menu. Jump: Jumps in one direction at a fast speed. There are two switchable modes, forward
and goal. Forward: Jump straight at a 45-degree angle. Objective: Jump in the direction of your gaze, allowing you to adjust the angle of the jump, which can result in an even higher jump at the price of the horizontal distance. Activate: Can adjust activation with sneak and sprint in the werewolf menu.
Level 3: Night/Predator Vision - Gives the werewolf different modes of view. Three modes can be adjusted in the menu: normal vision, night vision and predator vision. Predator vision highlights animals and some potential hazards, but darkens the view. Level 4: Perfume tracking - Able to track features
through perfume. The features of the track will emit red particles. Switch to all of the same type and unique in the menu. Activate: With the empty Sneak paws - Click right on the feature to track this type of feature. Sneak - Drop Item key to cancel. Level 5: Lift and Throw - Can pick up, move and launch
features. While holding, Drop Key: Put down, Key ability: throw. The feature will be removed if an item is equipped. Note: It works on entities, not just living things. Also the boats are heavy. Activate: Set a key in the werewolf menu. Level Bonus: Each level of savagery gives the player a couple of bonuses.
Level 1: Bright - Increased experience gained. Immunized against wolfsbane Enchantment Level 2: Tenacious - Immunized against the knockback. Immunized against fall damage, will take fall damage if wearing tier 3 armor: Rallying Howl - Howling increases the stats of the nearby pack member,
including yours, for a short time. Increases speed and reduces damage. Werewolf hungry bar indicates use. Red: Active Orange Buff: On Green-Yellow charging time (normal): Available for use Tier 4: Dash and Ram - Increases sprint speed. While holding sprint down, the features you collide with will be
knockbacked and damaged. Perturbe also creepers. Level 5: Rage - Out of control. Causes a mad effect allowing a wolf to become stronger, but at a serious cost to health and mental health. Any armor the wolf wears and any object the wolf has except the claws will be discontinued! The Berserk effect
will last at least 2 minutes. The duration can be increased by killing. The more the wolf kills, the stronger it gets. Negative effects: You may not manually remove it from the transformation while the berserk is in effect. Hunger will increase at an alarming rate. Food will only slightly fight hunger. If the hunger
goes too low, you will lose partial control and the beast inside will take over your movement and your actions. Calm down: Hold the fall button as you lie down to reduce the duration faster. Wolfsbane Potion Objects: Lycanthropy player cures. Enchantment wolfsbane: When used on a weapon can harm
werewolves and the undead. Wild Potion: Can give the player lycanthropy when he is drunk, if the player has already lycanthropy increases the level of savagery. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Wild tonic: Similar to rescue potion but increases savagery by more levels than potion.
Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Soothing Potion: Decreases the wild level when drunk. Withdrawn in the 1.10.2. and 1.11.2 versions of the mod. Calming tonic: Similar to the calming potion but reduces the savagery by more points than the potion. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of
the mod. Lycanthropy Guide: Book on everything in the mod. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Silver Ingot: Used to make silver weapons to fight lycanthropes. Found only in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Moon Pearl: Reveals the identity of unprocessed werewolves near the
stand. Found only in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Silver Ore Blocks: Must be mined to obtain silver bars in order to create silver weapons. Found only in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Charm base: Used to make charms. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Calming charm:
Acts like a soothing potion and a soothing tonic. Wild Charm: Acts similar to a wild and wild tonic potion. Satiety Charm: Reduces a werewolf's secondary hunger and increases saturation. Neighbourhood base: Used to make neighborhoods. Deleted in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Repelling
Ward: Repells Werewolves Slowing Ward: Apply a slowing effect to all nearby Werewolves Weakness Ward: Weakens all werewolves nearby Wolfsbane Plants: Used to make the Lycanthropy Guide, silver weapons and create the Wolfsbane potion. Silver Sword Weapons: Made using wolfsbane plant
and silver. Found only in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Please note that these commands are only present in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. The player can choose one of the default skin textures for it werewolf shape or add their own skins. True False/amount will appear in the mod.
Clicking right on the placed charms and wards will open a graphical interface that when certain elements are placed in them will apply some Glowstone Dust effects: Turns on the Redstone Dust area: Gives a redstone signal to the room block or the charm is attached to, above for the charms and below
for the wards. Most of the features were removed in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2 of the mod. Capabilities: Only three capabilities are in versions 1.10.2 and 1.11.2. The rest will be incorporated when the new tilt system is incorporated. There are three models for the player to choose from: Human: Two
variants exist - one with a tail, snout, and wolf ears, one without them. Terrible wolf: A regular terrible wolf. Werewolf: A werewolf more as a model. Gallery Add a photo to this gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. A werewolf, also known as a lycanthrope, is a
mythological or folkloric human with the ability to transform into a wolf or a hybrid theridic creature in the shape of a wolf, either voluntarily or after being placed under a curse or a curse (from a bite or scratch from another werewolf). A witch coven can perform the Wolf Curse to inflict lycanthropy on a
player or villager, alternatively if a transformed werewolf that has been granted the ability to spread the curse, damages enough (but does not kill) a victim, the curse can spread to them. It has been reported that the calls to the deity associated with this curse, can be answered with a way to get this curse.



Players with lycanthropyThe curse can progress through many stages as a werewolf grows in power, but to begin with, every night of a full moon, the player will be forcefully transformed into a full wolf shape. When the day comes, they will return to their human form. The following changes will occur when
they are turned into wolves: Wolf FormShrunk within a block of height (can walk under a gap of 1 block high)Wolf modelCannot wear armorMuch Faster Motion SpeedSlightly Best Jump (Can walk under a gap of 1 block high)Wolf modelCannot wear armorMuch Faster Motion SpeedSlightly Best Jump
(Can't Walk and jump) increase the height of the stage (no need to jump to climb 1 block)Night visionImmunity to poison and diseaseTougher (natural armor)Resistant to physical and magical damageWeak to silver attacks (take double damage and resistance of Werewolf is denied)The curse of the wolf
can be very problematic for players, unless they learn to master it. The control of the wolf requires the construction of a wolf's altar and communication with the deity responsible for the Once a wolf altar has been made and placed, using it will result in an overall task, the completion of which will result in
the player's werewolf abilities being enhanced. This can continue until all capabilities are acquired. Each level brings new ability, and increases the basic stats of existing abilities, such as attack damage, movement speed, damage resistance, jump and jump, etc. LevelWerewolf Abilities 1Play 1Play in
Wolf Form the night of a full moon, and returns to the human form at other times 2Player can carry a moon charm to prevent forced transformation, and use it to force transformation at will. Killing sheep in the form of wolves or wolves can lead to the abandonment of raw lambchops. 3Wolf Form gains the
ability to instantly dig the earth and sand (and sometimes find bones) wolf 4Kills or wolfman form will now be eaten, Replenishing the hunger loss 5Player can now additionally turn into Wolfman Form using a moon charm (while sneaking) 6Hitting while sprinting in the form Wolf of Wolfman will now cause
additional damage (crit of air more) 7Wolfman Form wins the ability to sneak Use (right click shift) while looking straight up to howl and stun nearby creatures 8Wolf Form wins the ability to sneak use (move right-click) while looking directly up howling to summon temporary wolf allies 9Wolfman Form gains
the ability to make armor 10Causing nearly deadly damage while in Wolfman or Wolf Forms can now spread the curse for players or villagers. This can be disabled for player-to-player transmission in setting of the configuration option: B:AllowPlayerToPlayerWolfInfection-false. Wolfman FormWolfman
modelCannot porter armorWill drop held objectSlightly Faster movement speedMuch higher jump (and leap)increased step height (no need to jump to ascend 1 block)Night visionImmunity to poison and diseaseMuch tougher (natural armor)Significant damage increaseSignificant health increaseResistant
to physical and magical damageWeak to silver attacks (take double damage and werewolf resistance is negated)
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